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Abstract
If an economy with multiple consumption goods (including environmental amenities) uniquely
maximises present value with constant discounting, it is unsustainable at some time if either of two
measures—augmented net investment, or the change in augmented green net national product—are zero or
negative then. ‘‘Augmented’’ denotes that time is treated as a productive stock, which includes in each
measure the value of future, exogenous changes in technology or terms of trade. Adjustments are found to
make each measure a test for individual sustainability when population grows exogenously. The practical
and philosophical rationale for testing sustainability in a present-value-maximising, and therefore fully
prescribed, development path is discussed.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is now a well-established empirical literature on measuring the sustainability of national
economies using ‘‘green’’ adjustments to aggregate income, investment or wealth data. A wellknown early calculation was by Repetto et al. [38] for Indonesia, followed for example by
Solorzano et al. [40] for Costa Rica, Pearce and Atkinson [26] for 18 countries worldwide, and
Pearce et al. [28] for the UK. Examples of more recent work are by Atkinson et al. [11], Hamilton
and Clemens [18] and Neumayer [25]. Despite this, there is still no formal, general, published
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statement and proof of the theoretical connection between sustainability, and measures of ‘net
investment’, ‘genuine saving’ or ‘aggregate wealth’.
This claim might seem surprising, given the extensive theoretical literature on sustainability,
and it is true only when strictly conﬁned to one deﬁnition of sustainability, a word notorious for
dozens of deﬁnitions. Our deﬁnition, which applies only to a representative-agent economy and
will be formally stated and discussed later, is this. An economy is sustainable at some time t; if and
only if the representative agent’s utility (well-being) UðtÞ then does not exceed the maximum level
of utility U m ðtÞ which can be sustained forever from t onwards, given the capital stocks existing at
t: This deﬁnition is implied by, but does not imply, the well-known condition that the agent’s
utility be forever non-declining from t onwards [31,33].
Existing literature relevant to our deﬁnition of sustainability has one or more drawbacks, being
informal (e.g. [26, p. 104; 28, p. 42]), unpublished [16,32], conﬁned to a very speciﬁc economy [11,
p. 62, p. 68], conﬁned to the uninteresting, perhaps non-existent case where an optimal
development path already satisﬁes Hartwick’s rule [25, p. 151], or conﬁned to the autonomous
case, where production possibilities do not depend directly on time (most of the above). Asheim
[5], and later Vellinga and Withagen [45, p. 511] and Aronsson and Lofgren [1, p. 213], noted that
positive or zero net investment at an instant does not imply sustainability then. But none of these
authors showed what can be implied from measuring net investment.
The main contribution here is to prove a pair of one-sided unsustainability tests in each of three
perfectly competitive, present-value-maximising, deterministic economies with multiple consumption goods (or ‘extended consumption’) including environmental amenities, and a constant utility
discount rate. We start with the autonomous case, and show that at any time, either negative or
zero net investment (including changes in non-marketed environmental resource stocks), or falling
or constant ‘green’ net national product (GNNP) measured with suitably indexed prices, implies
unsustainability then. They are one-sided tests because they show only unsustainability, not
sustainability.
The second economy in which these tests, suitably reframed, are shown to hold, has nonautonomous production (due to exogenous changes in technology or terms of trade, two
important features of most real economies), but still has constant population. The reframing
comprises ‘augmenting’ net investment or GNNP, by adding to each of these measures an extra
term which values all future exogenous changes in the production set. The third economy allows
also for exogenous population growth, an important reality for many developing countries, at
least in the short term. This causes complications, because population enters both the maximand
of present value and the production set, and sustainability is redeﬁned in terms of individual
rather than total utility. We show, albeit only for the case of exponential population growth, that
recomputing net investment or GNNP change by just substituting per capita for total variables
does not give a measure of unsustainability; further adjustments must be made.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the autonomous economy in
Asheim and Weitzman [10], hereafter AW; deﬁnes and discusses our chosen meaning of
sustainability; and then uses AW’s results to establish the one-sided sustainability tests and related
results in this economy. Section 3 gives sustainability and other results for the case of nonautonomous production, and Section 4 gives the sustainability tests for the case of exogenous
population growth. These sections also show how several well-known results are special cases
within our general framework. Section 5 concludes by considering how practicable the theory is,
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and the apparent paradox of why sustainability measures should be of interest when present value
maximisation already prescribes a unique development path, and so apparently leaves no role for
sustainability concerns.
2. Testing for sustainability in the autonomous, constant population case
2.1. Recapitulation of the Asheim–Weitzman economy and results
The economy we develop to investigate sustainability is the continuous-time, representativeagent, competitive, time-autonomous, deterministic, constant-population economy in AW, which
contains all details omitted in what follows. At any time tX0; vector CðtÞ denotes ‘‘multiple
consumption goods’’: everything, including environmental amenities, that inﬂuences the agent’s
well-being UðCðtÞÞ; where U is a given concave and non-decreasing (instantaneous) utility
function with continuous second derivatives. (In Section 4 we will distinguish individual utility
uð:Þ from total utility Uð:Þ; but for now this distinction can be ignored.) The economy’s
endogenous, productive stocks of environmental resources, and built, human, knowledge and
foreign capital, form a vector KðtÞ; of maybe different dimension to CðtÞ: Some stocks in K; such
as natural resource stocks, may yield amenity services to agents, and thus also be part of C; but
separate prices would apply to the stock itself as a source of amenity services, and to the depletion
of the stock as a future factor of production and source of amenity.
We assume that the economy chooses paths of consumptions CðtÞ and net (after-depreciation)
’
investments IðtÞ :¼ KðtÞ
within a smooth, convex production possibilities set SðKÞ; with Kð0Þ ¼
K0 given, to maximise intertemporal welfare, deﬁned as the present value (PV) of utility using a
constant discount rate r40:
RN
1
Max W ðfCðtÞgÞ :¼ 0 U½CðtÞe rt dt
C;I
ð1Þ
s:t: ½CðtÞ; IðtÞASðKðtÞÞ:
All environmental and other externalities here have implicitly been already internalised by
policies not represented in the model. We call this maximising path PV-optimal, or optimal for
short. The assumption of PV-optimality is crucial but rather paradoxical in the context of
sustainability, as discussed in Section 5.
The current-value Hamiltonian of problem (1) is
HðC; I; WÞ :¼ UðCÞ þ W I;

ð2Þ

where WðtÞ are shadow investment prices, and we use AW’s equation (5) that on the optimal path,
denoted by asterisks ðÞ:
ð3Þ
H’  ðtÞ ¼ rWðtÞ I ðtÞ ¼ r½H  ðtÞ UðC ðtÞÞ by ð2Þ for all t:
As in AW, real prices for consumption and investment vectors are
PðtÞ :¼ ½rUðC ÞðtÞ=½lðtÞpðtÞ and QðtÞ :¼ WðtÞ=½lðtÞpðtÞ:
1

ð4Þ

Many authors call U(.) ‘welfare’ rather than (instantaneous) utility, and a few call W (.) ‘utility’ rather than
(intertemporal) welfare, both of which can cause confusion.
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where lðtÞ40 is the marginal utility of current expenditures, and pðtÞ40 is a price deﬂator or
index satisfying the Divisia condition:
’
ð5Þ
pðtÞ is s:t: PðtÞ
C ðtÞ ¼ 0 for all t:2
The real interest rate is then deﬁned as
’
RðtÞ ¼ r lðtÞ=lðtÞ
pðtÞ=pðtÞ:
’

ð6Þ

The ﬁnal AW deﬁnition needed is Green net national product (GNNP) in real Divisia prices,
deﬁned as
ð7Þ
GNNP Y ðtÞ :¼ PðtÞ C ðtÞ þ QðtÞ I ðtÞ;
with Q I ; the real value of net investments, being called here just net investment (also often now
’
called genuine saving, after Hamilton [15]). We will use AW’s Proposition 3, that YðtÞ;
the time
derivative of GNNP, always equals the real interest rate RðtÞ times net investment QðtÞ I ðtÞ:
’ ¼ RðtÞQðtÞ I ðtÞ ¼ RðtÞ½Y ðtÞ
For all t; YðtÞ

PðtÞ C ðtÞ by ð7Þ:

ð8Þ

2.2. The one-sided unsustainability tests
In deriving our sustainability tests in the AW economy just described, we ﬁrst deﬁne the
(maximum) sustainable utility U m ðtÞ; which depends on time t via the economy’s stocks KðtÞ; in
the obvious way as
U m ðtÞ :¼ max U
ð9Þ
s:t: UðCðsÞÞXU for all sXt:
We then deﬁne:
an economy is sustainable at time t 3 UðCðtÞÞpU m ðtÞ:

ð10Þ

Using this deﬁnition ducks all debate about rival meanings of sustainability (see [30] for a
historical collection). Contributing to that proliﬁc (and often semantic) debate is not our aim; we
merely claim that (9) and (10) form a possible and fairly natural mathematical translation of the
word ‘sustainable’ into the context of our representative-agent, smoothly substitutable model. For
by (10), unsustainability at t means UðCðtÞÞ4U m ðtÞ; so by (9) utility must decline (to below
U m ðtÞÞ at some future time, an outcome that would also be ‘unsustainable’ by the well-known
‘forever non-declining utility’ deﬁnition in [30]. (But note that the economy’s development path
must be efﬁcient for deﬁnition (10) to make sense, for in an inefﬁcient economy, current UðtÞ
could be less than U m ðtÞ and yet still be unsustainable.) Our key result is then:
Proposition 1. The one-sided unsustainability tests.
2
Note two points about this condition. First, standard national accounting practice uses a deﬂator deﬁned not by just
consumption prices P, but by a more complete price vector including investment and international trade. However,
standard practice on deﬂators is not aimed at using the change in real national product as a measure of welfare
improvement, and so does not apply here. Second, from (4), P includes the shadow price of the ﬂow of amenity services
yielded by any environmental stock, but not the shadow price of the stock itself.
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Extra assumption. The optimal utility path is unique and not constant, and the interest rate R is
positive. (‘Extra assumptions’ are always those needed in addition to the deﬁnition of the AW
economy in Section 2.1.)
Result. At t; non-positive net investment or non-rising GNNP means the optimal economy is
unsustainable at t: That is:
’
) UðC ðtÞÞ4U m ðtÞ:
QðtÞ I ðtÞp0 or YðtÞp0

ð11Þ

Proof. This is technical but important to follow, to see why the assumptions of uniqueness and
non-constancy are needed. The proof varies slightly for the two conditions. Starting with the ﬁrst,
on the sign of net investment:
QðtÞ I ðtÞp0 ) lðtÞpðtÞQðtÞ I ðtÞp0 ) WðtÞ I ðtÞp0 by ð4Þ
) H  ðtÞpUðC ðtÞÞ by ð3Þ:

ð12Þ

Now ðd=dsÞ½ H  ðsÞe rðs tÞ  ¼ ½rH  ðsÞ H  ðsÞe rðs tÞ ¼ rUðC ðsÞÞe
equality also uses (3). Integrating this from t to N gives
Z N

UðC ðsÞÞe rðs tÞ ds;
H ðtÞ ¼ r
t


) H ðtÞ=r ¼

Z

N


H ðtÞe
t

rðs tÞ

ds ¼

Z

rðs tÞ

; where the second

N

UðC ðsÞÞe

rðs tÞ

ds ¼: W  ðtÞ;

ð13Þ

t

where from (1), W  ðtÞ is maximised welfare at time t: (Note how the last two steps require the
utility discount rate r to be constant.) The non-constancy and uniqueness of utility on the optimal
path then mean that
ð14Þ
H  ðtÞ4U m ðtÞ:
Otherwise, following the feasible constant utility path UðsÞ ¼ U m ðtÞ for all sXt would, using (13),
give at least as much PV as the (non-constant) optimal utility path, a contradiction of a unique
optimum. Combining (12) and (14) gives the required result that current UðC ðtÞÞ is
unsustainable:
UðC ðtÞÞXH  ðtÞ4U m ðtÞ as required in ð11Þ:
’ the sign of GNNP change, we have that if RðtÞ40:
Starting with Y;
’
YðtÞp0
) RðtÞQðtÞ I ðtÞp0 by ð8Þ ) QðtÞ I ðtÞp0:
The rest of the proof then follows as before. &
Five comments on Proposition 1 will highlight its character. First, note its one-sidedness. Zero net
investment or GNNP change implies unsustainability. (This is a stronger result than claimed in
Hamilton and Clemens [18, p. 336], though if the optimal path is either constant or not unique,
only strictly negative net investment or GNNP change implies unsustainability.) And positive
GNNP change or net investment does not imply sustainability. (A counterexample was noted by
Asheim [5, Section IV].)
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Second, the well-known Hartwick’s rule [20] is related to, but distinct from, Proposition 1.
Hartwick’s rule is that if net investment Q I is zero forever, then utility U  ðtÞð:¼ UðC ðtÞÞÞ is
constant forever. (The proof is that by (4) and (3), rlpQ I ¼ H’  ¼ rðH  U  Þ; hence fQ I ¼
0 foreverg ) fU  ¼ H  foreverg ) fU’  ¼ H’  ¼ 0 foreverg; where r need not be constant.)
But Hartwick’s rule cannot apply to the (more general) economies in Proposition 1, where optimal
utility is not constant. In particular, Hartwick’s rule does not generally hold at a point in time:
fQðtÞ I ðtÞ ¼ 0 at tg W fU’  ðtÞ ¼ 0 at tg:3
Third, although AW’s results solve the theoretical problem of translating optimisation results
from utility units to real consumption units, bypassed in Hartwick [21] with an approximate
‘linearisation of the Hamiltonian’, ﬁnding the path PðtÞ of real consumption prices will still be
difﬁcult in practice. It requires many valuations to ﬁnd the price paths of externalised,
environmental services relative to marketed consumption (in common with Hartwick’s
’ C ¼ 0; to make these prices
linearisation), and also integration of the Divisia condition P
‘real’ relative to the extended consumption index. The net investment ðQ I Þ condition for
unsustainability at an instant, which does not explicitly involve P or C ; and is thus also
independent of the price index (5), should therefore be easier to compute approximately than the
GNNP change ðY’ ¼ ðd=dtÞðP C þ Q I ÞÞ condition. However, an exact computation of net
investment would also require valuation, to discover how optimal investment prices Q differ from
observed, non-optimal prices.4 The distinction between the measures disappears anyway when
’ ; and if some elements of Q I are believed to
comparing the relative measures Q I =Y and Y=Y
’
be constant, they can perhaps be omitted when computing Y:
Fourth, Vincent [46] (for Malaysia) and Hanley et al. [19] (for Scotland) seem to be the only
writers so far to estimate variants of both net investment and GNNP growth measures. However,
some trade terms, which may be signiﬁcant for such small open economies, were omitted from
these analyses.
’
Fifth, only the Yp0
condition relies on the Divisia condition (5) used to deﬁne real GNNP.

The Q I p0 condition works even with other deﬁnitions of real prices.
2.3. Related results
Two other, related results follow from the AW results in Section 2.1. First, note the multiplegoods equivalent of the seminal Weitzman [48] result on the present-value equivalence of
GNNP Y :
Proposition 2. The PV-equivalence of GNNP (after Weitzman [48])
Extra assumption. The interest rate R is constant.

3

A different point, shown by the counterexample in [5] but weaker than Proposition 1, is that momentarily zero net
investment is not equivalent to momentary just sustainability: fQðtÞ I ðtÞ ¼ 0 at tg W fU  ðtÞ ¼ U m ðtÞg:
4
I thank a referee for this point.
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Result.
Y ðtÞ ¼ R

Z

619

N

PðsÞ C ðsÞe

Rðs tÞ

ds;5

ð15Þ

t

and so
Y ðtÞ=R ¼

Z
t

N

Y ðtÞe

Rðs tÞ

ds ¼

Z

N

PðsÞ C ðsÞe

Rðs tÞ

ð16Þ

ds:

t

Proof. Integrate (8) from time t to N (assuming the integral converges).

&

We deﬁne the last integral in (16), which is effectively the present value of net returns on assets,
as wealth (though note that this differs from another deﬁnition of wealth as Q K; the current
value of all stocks). The time derivative of (16) shows that our wealth is momentarily constant
when Y is, so if the assumptions needed for Propositions 1 and 2 are true, momentarily constant
wealth implies unsustainability. This calls into question a common view in the policy literature,
dating at least from well-known but informally worded claims in Solow [43] and Pearce et al. [27],
that momentarily non-declining wealth or ‘aggregate capital’ implies ‘sustainability’ of some
kind—though of course this often may not be the kind deﬁned by (10).
If we make the yet further restrictive assumptions that the economy in Proposition 2 is small
and open (so that all investment prices are exogenous world prices) and has just one consumption
good C; then the optimal path is no longer unique, and the converse sustainability tests in
Proposition 1 do hold: that is, Q I or Y’ _ 0 3 C_C m : Here C m is (maximum) sustainable
consumption, deﬁned analogously to sustainable utility in (9). C m must equal GNNP Y because
of the PV-equivalence result (16) and the exogeneity of prices (cf. [7, p. 38]). Asheim’s [5] or
Pezzey’s [32] comment, that there is no exact (two-sided) test for sustainability, then no
longer applies. However, with multiple consumption goods, this deduction fails unless the
utility function is linear, because otherwise the Divisia price index deﬁning prices Q is different
on the optimal and maximum sustainable paths. Also, the result cannot work for the sum
of all open economies (the world economy) where prices are no longer exogenous
(Brekke [12, p. 62]).
A second extra result, building on Asheim [5] and Pezzey and Withagen [37], now shows that on
an optimal development path moving towards a single (and thus unsustainable) peak, net
investment must at some time give a falsely optimistic message about sustainability. Pezzey and
Toman [36, Figure 4.1] showed a numerical example. This result generalises to an economy with
several peaks of utility, by redeﬁning the ‘initial’ time to start somewhere on the upswing leading
to the last peak.
Proposition 3. The false message of positive net investment in a single-peaked economy.
RN
Rs
If U(C) is homothetic, the result holds with a non-constant interest rate: Y ðtÞ ¼ t RðsÞPðsÞ CðsÞ exp½ t Rðs0 Þ ds0  ds;
the multiple-goods version of Sefton and Weale [39, Eq. 8]. Without homotheticity, the Divisia index pðtÞ in (5) is pathdependent, so the integral is not well-deﬁned. A constant interest rate effectively assumes a linear homogeneous utility
function U( ), and hence homotheticity.
5
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Extra assumption. The optimal utility path is unique and non-constant.
’ X
Result. If net investment is initially positive and utility is single-peaked ð(T P 40 s:t: UðtÞ
o0
P
P
for 0ptp
T
Þ;
there
is
a
ﬁnite
time
period
between
0
and
T
with
net
investment
positive
but
4
utility unsustainable ðU  4U m Þ:
Proof. This follows straightforwardly if tediously as a variant of the proof of Proposition 3 in [5],
and is available from the author. &

3. Including changes in technology and terms of trade
An economy’s production possibilities may have direct (exogenous) dependence on time,
independently of any economic choices made, from at least three common sources: technical
progress; changes in world prices (including interest rates) that face a trading country; and
population growth. To be useful in many practical situations, the above sustainability results should
thus be extended to the time-dependent (non-autonomous) case. Except in the case of population
growth where the maximand in welfare W is also time-dependent, which we consider in Section 4, the
extension can be simply made in theory (though by no means in practice). We use the device
developed by Pemberton and Ulph [29] of formally treating time t; the cause of exogenous shifts in
production possibilities, as a ‘productive’ stock, with ‘investment’ in this stock being t’ ¼ 1: We use
the dagger superscript w to denote variables to which a term corresponding to time as a stock has
been added, and call such variables augmented. Once the appropriate variables are augmented, the
theory of Section 2 is then virtually unaltered for the non-autonomous case, as follows:
*
*
*

Augmented capital stocks are Kw :¼ ðK; tÞ:
’ w ¼ ðK;
’ 1Þ ¼ ðI; 1Þ:
Augmented investments are Iw :¼ K
The current-value Hamiltonian of problem (1) becomes
H w ðC; Iw ; Ww Þ :¼ UðCÞ þ Ww Iw :¼ UðCÞ þ W I þ Ct ;
which includes Ct as the co-state variable of t: It is then trivial to show from AW (so no proof is
given) that the augmented version of (3) holds:
H’ w ðtÞ ¼ rWw ðtÞ Iw ðtÞ ¼ r½H w ðtÞ U  ðtÞ by ð2Þ for all t:
ð17Þ

*

*

Qt ðtÞ :¼ Ct ðtÞ=½lðtÞpðtÞ will be called the value of time, which measures the real value ﬂow to
the economy at t of time passing.
Augmented GNNP is deﬁned as GNNP plus the value of time:
Y w ðtÞ :¼ Y þ Qt ¼ P C þ Qw Iw where Qw :¼ ðQ; Qt Þ:

*

ð18Þ

Augmenting relevant variables in the proof of AW’s Proposition 3 gives:
Y’ w ðtÞ ¼ RðtÞQw ðtÞ Iw ðtÞ ¼ RðtÞ½Y w ðtÞ

PðtÞ C ðtÞ by ð18Þ:

ð19Þ
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The augmented form of Proposition 1 then follows trivially, by augmenting the relevant
variables in the proof already given. It is nevertheless worth stating fully, as it is the main result of
the paper.
Proposition 4. The one-sided unsustainability tests in a non-autonomous economy
Extra assumption. The optimal utility path is unique and not constant.
Result. At t; a non-positive augmented net investment or non-rising augmented GNNP means
that the economy is unsustainable at t: That is:
Qw ðtÞ Iw ðtÞp0 or Y’ w ðtÞp0 ) U  ðtÞ4U m ðtÞ;
ð20Þ
or equivalently (from (18))
’ þ Q’ t ðtÞp0 ) U  ðtÞ4U m ðtÞ:
QðtÞ I ðtÞ þ Qt ðtÞp0 or YðtÞ
For completeness, the augmented form of Hartwick’s rule is
QðtÞ I ðtÞ þ Qt ðtÞ ¼ 0 forever ) U’  ðtÞ ¼ 0 forever:

ð21Þ
ð22Þ

Propositions 2 and 3 also hold in augmented form, by respectively inserting Y w ðtÞ for Y ðtÞ; and
adding ‘augmented’ before ‘net investment’. The one new result is the following expression for Qt ;
the value of time, in terms of Y and R:
Proposition 5. The value of time
Result:
t

Q ðtÞ ¼

Z

 Z

N

½@Y ðsÞ=@s exp
 Z N
½@Y ðsÞ=@se
¼
t

s

t
Rðs tÞ

0

0

Rðs Þ ds


ds


ds if R is constant

ð23Þ

t

Proof. See Appendix. &
Qt is thus forward looking and likely to be harder to calculate than normal investment prices Q;
which are in principle calculable from just current observations only if capital markets are
efﬁcient. A more intuitive example of Qt is in Proposition 7.
It is worth showing how the above results form a comprehensive theoretical framework for
green national accounting, by using them to re-derive two well-known results in the literature as
our Propositions 6 and 7.6
6

Another result that could be included is Asheim’s [6] result on adjusting GNNP to incorporate capital gains
resulting from exogenous changes in production possibilities, and thus to measure sustainable income, in the case when
consumption is constant and the only determinant of utility.
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Proposition 6. The time premium (Weitzman [49])
Extra assumption. The interest rate R is constant.
Result. Augmented GNNP equals GNNP Y plus a ‘time premium’:
Y w ðtÞ ¼ Y ðtÞf1 þ wðtÞ=½R GðtÞg;
Z
Z N
Rðs tÞ
’
YðsÞe
ds=
where GðtÞ :¼
t

ð24Þ
N

Y ðsÞe

Rðs tÞ

ð25Þ

ds

t

is the time-averaged overall growth rate of GNNP;
Z N
Z N
Rðs tÞ
and wðtÞ :¼
½@Y ðsÞ=@se
ds=
Y ðsÞe Rðs tÞ ds
t

ð26Þ

t

is the time-averaged growth in GNNP due to time alone:
Proof. Writing
Z
Y ðtÞ ¼

RN
t
N

Y ðsÞe

Rðs tÞ

ds ¼ OðtÞ; from (15), (8) and (25),
Z N
rðs
’
RPðsÞ CðsÞe rðs tÞ ds ¼
½RY ðsÞ YðsÞe

t

tÞ

ds

t

¼ ½R

GðtÞOðtÞ:

Hence from (18), (23) and (26),
Y w ðtÞ ¼ Y ðtÞf1 þ Qt ðtÞ=Y ðtÞg ¼ Y ðtÞf1 þ wðtÞOðtÞ=½R

GðtÞOðtÞg: &

We call wðtÞ=½R GðtÞ the ‘time premium,’ rather than Weitzman’s ‘technological progress
premium’, because it is the value of all time-dependent shifts in the production set, in an open as
well as a closed economy, as will be illustrated in Proposition 7.7 If G and w , the rates of overall
GNNP growth and of GNNP growth due to time alone, are both constant, Propositions 4 and 6
yield simpler tests of unsustainability:
’
ð27Þ
QðtÞ IðtÞp Y ðtÞw=ðR GÞ or YðtÞp0
) UðtÞ4U m ðtÞ:
In practice, the basis of most empirical measurements of sustainability is Q I; net investment
without the value of time Qt : Weitzman [49] and Vincent et al. [47] are the only papers we know
that include the time premium w=ðR GÞ in their calculations. From (27), provided w40;
unsustainability is less likely than indicated by the Q Ip0 test that applies when w ¼ 0; but the
’
YðtÞp0
test is unchanged, in that any non-positive growth rate of GNNP still implies
unsustainability. Weitzman estimated w=ðR GÞ to be about +0.4 for the USA, and the natural
resource components of Q I to be only about 0:03 of Y : However, Hamilton et al. [17]
suggested that some of w=ðR GÞ could be endogenous technical progress.
7

Even if technological progress is the only time-dependent shift in production, w is not what is commonly understood
as the rate of technological progress (Pezzey [34]).
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Next, Proposition 7 shows how the value of time Qt can be measured when it is terms of trade
rather than technology that are changing.
Proposition 7. Accounting for changing export prices in a solely resource-exporting economy
(Vincent et al. [47]).
Extra assumptions: The economy owns foreign capital KðtÞ; which earns a world real interest rate
’ ¼ V) is exported
R; and a non-renewable resource stock SðtÞ; whose depletion at rate V ðtÞ (so S
V
V
at a time-varying, exogenous world price Q ðtÞ: Export earnings Q V are all spent on goods
imports, which go either to consumption CðtÞ or to resource extraction costs X ðV ðtÞÞ; so capital
increases as K’ ¼ RK þ QV ðtÞV C X ðV Þ: Utility is just UðCÞ:
Result. Augmented net investment in the above economy is
Z N
w
w
V
’
Q ðtÞ I ðtÞ ¼ K ½Q ðtÞ XV V þ
Q’ V ðsÞV ðsÞe Rðs

tÞ

ds:

ð28Þ

t

Proof. Qw Iw ¼ K’ QS V þ Qt ; so we need the shadow prices QS and Qt : QS ¼ QV ðtÞ XV
comes from setting @H=@V ¼ 0; where H is the current value Hamiltonian H ¼ UðCÞ þ
CK ½RK þ QV ðtÞV C X ðV Þ CS V ; and then computing QS ¼ CS =CK : Qt comes
’ ¼ RK þ QV ðtÞV X ðV Þ QS V; so that @Y ðtÞ=@t ¼
from (23), noting that Y ¼ C þ K’ þ QS S
V
Q’ ðtÞV: &
Using the augmented Hartwick rule (22) with (28) and rearranging then gives the main result (8)
of [47].

4. Including population growth
Despite its obvious importance in many developing countries, until two recent contributions
mentioned shortly, population growth has received very little formal attention in the theory of
sustainability measurement. So we consider here what adjustments to our sustainability tests are
needed when population is growing. A full enquiry would be complex, and we deal only with the
case of a constant, exogenous rate of growth, thus avoiding problems of endogenous growth, or
varying, exogenous growth. Our result for this restricted case will not be surprising, but it still
requires careful reasoning. Assuming constant growth forever is a poor description of the real
world, as noted by Arrow et al. [4, p. 219]; but it is needed here so that population growth does
not change the essential form of (19), and so that we keep a constant effective discount rate to use
in proving Proposition 8 below, our adjusted sustainability result.
As noted earlier, population affects the welfare maximand as well as production. If population
is NðtÞ; society’s utility is generally some function of ðC; NÞ; rather than UðCÞ; and the
production set is some SðK; N; tÞ rather than SðK; tÞ: It would be neat if our theory could include
this case by just treating ðC; NÞ rather than C as arguments of a total utility function UðC; NÞ:
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However, this does not work, and separate treatment is needed, for two reasons. First, because N
is exogenous and not a choice variable, any function UðC; NÞ is directly time-dependent, which
invalidates key steps in AW’s theory. Second, we assume that typically what society might wish to
sustain is not total utility UðC; NÞ; but some other, individual utility function, say uðC; NÞ; while
total utility is some population weighting function GðNÞ multiplied by uðC; NÞ: We then rewrite
the intertemporal welfare maximisation (1) as
Z N
GðNðtÞÞuðCðtÞ; NðtÞÞe rt dt:
ð29Þ
Max W fCðtÞg :¼
0

An example of this framework is the maximand in Stiglitz [44, p. 132], where C ¼ C ðscalarÞ;
GðNÞ ¼ N; NðtÞ ¼ ent ; and uðC; NÞ ¼ uðcÞ ¼ cm =m; where c :¼ C=N: Using GðNÞ ¼ N is a
standard ethical assumption when growth is exogenous, but our formal treatment allows for other
possibilities.
The two recent papers of relevance are [4] noted above, and Asheim [8]. Both are more general
than our treatment by allowing for non-exponential population growth; but both omit the non’
autonomous case, and give results for the sign of welfare change, WðtÞ;
rather than for
sustainability. Note also the potential confusion that Arrow et al. deﬁne sustainability at t as
’
WðtÞ40:
Following (10), we instead deﬁne maximum sustainable utility and sustainability in a
growing population respectively as:
um ðtÞ :¼ max u s:t: uðCðsÞ; NðsÞÞXu for all sXt;

ð30Þ

the economy is sustainable at time t 3 uðtÞpum ðtÞ:

ð31Þ

It is hard to analyse sustainability in problem (29), for the time-dependence reason stated
earlier, so we make further restrictive assumptions:
NðtÞ ¼ ent ;
GðNÞ ¼ N z ;

ð32Þ

n40; a constant growth rate as envisaged;
0pzp1; a constant; hence GðNÞe

uðC; NÞ ¼ uðcÞ where c :¼ C=N ¼ Ce

nt

rt

¼e

ðr znÞt

;

;

ð33Þ
ð34Þ

SðK; N; tÞ exhibits constant returns to scale; that is; if ðC; IÞASðK; N; tÞ;
then ðaC; aIÞASðaK; aN; tÞ for any a40: We can then write
ðc; iÞAS̃ðk; tÞ where k :¼ K=N and i :¼ I=N ¼ k’ þ nk:

ð35Þ

Note in (35) the use of both lower case and tilde labels for individual variables, as convenient
(s is a time variable, so using it for S̃ here would cause confusion). Also note the introduction of
nk; the rate of population growth times per capita stocks, a generalisation of a term in
the ‘fundamental equation of neoclassical economic growth’, Eq. (6) in Solow [41]. Assumptions
(32)–(35) are not as restrictive as Stiglitz’s, and exponential population growth (in (32)) and a
constant returns technology (in (35)) are common assumptions in economic growth modelling.
We have added some generality in the variable population weight z in (33), and multiple
consumption goods c in (34). Moreover, Propositions 5 and 6 in [8], developed independently of
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the analysis here, indicate that a lengthier analysis than ours, using techniques in [4], could derive
one-sided sustainability tests for non-exponential population growth.8
However, the above assumptions do exclude two common features of environmental resources.
Any public good like environmental quality is excluded by (34), since it is the total rather than per
capita amounts of such goods that affect individual utility. Most renewable resources, the growth
of which does not exhibit constant returns to scale, are excluded by (35). For example, the wellknown logistic growth function has a quadratic rather than linear dependence on the resource
stock (assuming the carrying environment cannot be replicated).
We made assumptions (32)–(35) because they allow us to eliminate population N as an explicit
variable. Moreover, we can do so in two different ways, with individual or total variables, as
follows. With individual variables, the intertemporal optimisation problem becomes:
RN
Max W fcðtÞg :¼ 0 uðcðtÞÞe ðr znÞt dt
c;i
ð36Þ
s:t: ½cðtÞ; iðtÞAS̃½kðtÞ; t;
the effective utility discount rate is changed from r to r
Hamiltonian of this problem is
* ði
* Ct Þ ¼ uðcÞ þ W
H̃ðc; i; W;

zn; and using (35), the current-value

nkÞ þ ct :

ð37Þ

But the same problem, with exactly the same development path as a solution, can also be
formulated in terms of total variables, as
RN
Max W fCðtÞg :¼ 0 ent uðCðtÞe nt Þe ½rþð1 xÞnt dt
C;I
ð38Þ
s:t: ½CðtÞe nt ; IðtÞe nt AS̃½KðtÞe nt ; t;
with effective discount rate now r þ ð1
t

nt

HðC; I; W; C Þ ¼ e uðCe

nt

zÞn; and current-value Hamiltonian

Þ þ W I þ Ct :

ð39Þ

Applying the maximum principle of control theory to the optimisations (36) and (38), and using
the fact that the production possibilities set S̃ is smooth, we conclude that the consumption* while the pair ðC ; I Þ maximises
investment pair ðc ; i Þ maximises H̃ under investment prices W;
H under prices W: Because the ratio of all relevant variables across the two models is the same
ðent Þ; this can happen if and only if the prices are the same:
* ¼ W ðbut in general ct aCt unless n ¼ 0Þ:
W

ð40Þ

(One can check that the co-state equations for (37) and (39) are consistent with this as follows.
* means that H̃ ¼ He nt nW k Ct e nt þ ct : So rk H̃ ¼ rK H nW ¼ ½r þ ð1 zÞnW
W¼W
’ nW ¼ ðr znÞW W;
’ the correct costate equation for k:) So from deﬁnition (4), real
W
investment prices are the same in terms of total and individual variables:
*
QðtÞ
¼ QðtÞ:
8

ð41Þ

I thank Geir Asheim for this observation, and also for noting that assumption (34), which is more general than my
original, sufﬁces for my results.
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Also from (4), real consumption prices in either formulation are the same:
*
PðtÞ
:¼ ½ruðC e nt Þ=½lðtÞpðtÞ ¼ ½ruðc Þ=½lðtÞpðtÞ ¼: PðtÞ;

ð42Þ

while expression (6) for the real interest rate in terms of total variables must be adapted here to
allow for the different effective discount rate in (38):
’
R ¼ r þ ð1 zÞn l=l
p=p:
ð43Þ
’
AW’s Lemma 1 for the optimal ð Þ individual economy is then
’ ¼ ðr znÞðW
* k’  þ ct Þ ¼ H̃
* k’  þ ct Þ:
½rc Uðc Þ c’  þ ðd=dtÞðW

ð44Þ

’ c ¼ 0 derived from (5),
Dividing by lðtÞpðtÞ; and using (41)–(43) and the Divisia condition P
establishes after a couple of lines of algebra that
ð45Þ
ðd=dtÞðP c þ Q k’  þ qt Þ ¼ ðR nÞðQ k’  þ qt Þ where qt :¼ ct =lp:
The adjusted interest rate R n here is a fairly standard feature in per capita growth accounting
(see for example, McKibben and Wilcoxen [24, Eq. (4)]), and we assume that it is positive.
Lastly, GNNP, augmented GNNP and augmented net investment are deﬁned in terms of
individual variables, using (41) and (42), as
ð46Þ
yðtÞ :¼ PðtÞ c ðtÞ þ QðtÞ k’  ¼ PðtÞ c ðtÞ þ QðtÞ ½i ðtÞ nk ðtÞ;
yw ðtÞ :¼ yðtÞ þ qt ðtÞ;

ð47Þ

and

* w ðtÞ k’ w ðtÞ ¼ QðtÞ ½i ðtÞ nk ðtÞ þ qt ðtÞ;
Q
* w :¼ ðQ; qt Þ and k’ w :¼ ðk’  ; 1Þ:
Q

where

Eq. (45) thus becomes the equivalent of (19) in terms of individual variables:
* w k’ w :
y’ w ¼ ðR nÞQ

ð48Þ
ð49Þ

The entire AW theory outlined in Section 2.1, and ‘augmented’ in Section 3 for exogenous
changes in production possibilities, can now be applied to the economy deﬁned by (30)–(36) and
(46)–(48). Because sustainability is deﬁned by (31) in terms of individual utility u; Proposition 4’s
sustainability test also applies, as long as it is stated in terms of individual, not total, variables. We
have then established the main result of this section:
Proposition 8. Tests for (individual) unsustainability with population growth
Extra assumption. Eqs. (30)–(35); the optimal development path that solves (36) and (38) is unique
and has non-constant individual utility; and RðtÞ4n:
Result. At any time t; if either augmented, individual net investment, or the change in
augmented, individual GNNP, is not positive, then the economy is individually unsustainable at
that time:
QðtÞ ½i ðtÞ

nk ðtÞ þ qt ðtÞp0 or

) u ðtÞ4um ðtÞ:

yðtÞ
’ þ q’ t ðtÞp0
ð50Þ
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Rewriting Proposition 5 using individual variables (hence using (49) not (19)) gives the
individual value of time qt ; which in general differs from Qt :
 Z s

Z N
½@yðsÞ=@s exp
½Rðs0 Þ n ds0 ds:
ð51Þ
qt ðtÞ :¼
t

t

The signiﬁcance of Proposition 8 for practical measurements is seen by multiplying each test by
population NðtÞ (dropping time dependences for neatness). The ﬁrst test of individual
unsustainability then becomes:
ð52Þ
Q I nQ K þ Nqt p0:
Similarly, Nyw ¼ Y nQ K þ Nqt ; so yw ¼ ðY
second unsustainability test to:
ðd=dtÞ lnðY nQ K þ Nqt Þpn:

nQ K þ Nqt Þ=N; which transforms the
ð53Þ

In both cases, a correct (un)sustainability measure entails two adjustments to the original,
unaugmented measure Q I or Y in total units. First, the population growth rate n times total
stock value Q K is deducted. Second, population N times the individual value of time qt is
added, not the total value of time Qt : qt reﬂects non-population, exogenous changes in the
production set, whereas Qt also includes the value to production of population growth. Both
nQ K and Nqt adjustments, especially the latter, will be hard to measure in practice, but they
exist nonetheless.
5. Theoretical conclusions, practical difﬁculties and philosophical reﬂections
By applying recent developments in the theory of national income and welfare measurement in
a representative-agent, deterministic, optimal (i.e. present-value-maximising) economy with
constant population, constant production possibilities and multiple consumption goods, we have
derived two fairly general, one-sided tests for the unsustainability of such an economy. If the value
of net investment is momentarily zero or negative, or if green net national product (GNNP) is
momentarily constant or falling, then at that moment the economy is unsustainable, meaning that
its current level of utility cannot be sustained forever. The ‘green’ in GNNP means that all
environmental stocks and ﬂows are included in the measure, as they are too in ‘net investment’
(also known as ‘genuine savings’). There is no corresponding test for sustainability; and if the
interest rate is constant, then constant wealth (deﬁned as the value of future consumption)
generally implies unsustainability. Moreover, an economy with a future, unsustainable peak of
development must go through a period before the peak when net investment and GNNP change
send a false message, by being strictly positive when the economy is in fact unsustainable.
All these results can be extended to apply to economies where production possibilities change
exogenously over time, whether from changes to technology, terms of trade, or population. The
basic extension is to ‘augment’ both net investment and GNNP by adding a term we call the ‘value
of time’, which measures the value of future exogenous changes to production possibilities. This
includes the effects of technical progress and/or changes in terms of trade, and was used to show
how existing models of national accounting for such effects are special cases of our more general
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result. The extension to include population growth is more tricky, assuming that sustainability is
deﬁned in terms of individual utility. By assuming exponential growth and making other
restrictions, we showed that to get an unsustainability indicator, dividing either augmented net
investment or augmented GNNP change by population is not enough. Further adjustments,
including a deduction of the population growth rate times the total value of stocks, are necessary.
Our restrictions excluded environmental public goods and most renewable resources, so
accounting for these features when population is growing remains an important problem for
further work, as does extending the entire analysis to stochastic economies.
This paper offers a choice of two theoretical sustainability tests, but the practical difﬁculties
with either are undoubtedly greater than past alternatives, due to the former’s greater scope.
Dollar values must be estimated for all signiﬁcant environmental resources, and the price of
produced consumption itself must also be estimated over time, in terms of an extended index of
consumption and environmental goods. The tests also require estimations of future, exogenous
changes in production possibilities, whether from technical progress, changing terms of trade, or
population growth. One can only hope that, as has happened before in national accounting,
advances in theory that are impractical when ﬁrst proposed stimulate developments in
measurement that make them more workable.
It seems also worth mentioning some generic but often-overlooked practical and philosophical
difﬁculties faced by the broader and now common neoclassical approach to sustainability
measurement, of which this paper is part, which can be traced back at least to Solow [42]. The
practical difﬁculty is that signiﬁcant externalities and other departures from competitiveness mean
that current prices and quantities observed in the market, including those estimated with nonmarket valuation techniques for the externalities, may be signiﬁcantly different from the optimal
prices used by our theory. An obvious topic for further work is thus to extend our above results
to imperfect economies, following recent developments by Aronsson and Lofgren [2] and
Arrow et al. [3].
The philosophical limitation of the tests is that it remains a paradox why sustainability should
be of interest in a present-value-maximising economy. The implicit assumption of most
neoclassical sustainability measurement is that the goal of policy intervention is PV-maximisation,
but subject to a sustainability constraint, or modiﬁed by a public sustainability concern. Why
should the government be interested in sustainability, and use intervention if necessary to achieve
it (as analysed by Pezzey [35]), if private agents merely wish to maximise PV? For consumers,
maximising PV has generally nothing to do with sustainability. PV-maximisation gives a complete
and unique prescription for the time paths of every decision that ever has to be made in the
economy; and it can cause sustainability problems, because of the assumed constancy of the
discount rate (Dasgupta and Heal [14]). Indeed, individuals must in fact believe there will be no
policy intervention in favour of sustainability, or else they would modify their plans for the future,
causing prices today not to be PV-optimal. So there is no apparent motive for using our
Propositions 1, 4 or 8 to test for sustainability on a PV-optimal path, or for using intervention if
unsustainability is thereby found.9
9

The apparent paradox is not as direct in an overlapping generations context. Society may have a view on
distributing resources across generations to achieve an intergenerational sustainability objective, but this need not imply
a constraint on any generation’s maximisation of PV over its own, ﬁnite lifetime.
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One resolution of this paradox is to follow Asheim et al. [9], who used an intergenerational
equity axiom to ﬁnd a rigorous justiﬁcation of sustainability as a side constraint on maximising
PV. Another resolution, not requiring an explicit concern for equity, would lie in some kind of
split between private and public concerns about the future, along the lines of Marglin [23]. We
could assume that the individual chooses his or her own actions to maximise some form of present
value, but votes for a government which applies a sustainability concern both by testing for
sustainability, and taking action to achieve it if necessary. One good reason for such an apparently
schizophrenic stance would be that individuals cannot provide personally for their distant
descendants, because of the mixing of bequests that occurs over several generations. This point
has been noted verbally by Daly and Cobb [13, p. 39] and Howarth and Norgaard [22, p. 351], and
formal modelling might produce a ﬁrm basis for treating ‘sustainability’ as itself a public good,
and hence a valid concern of government policy.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 5.
Y w ðKw ; Qw Þ :¼ max P C þ Qw Iw

for ðC; IÞASðKw Þ;

so from ð19Þ

’w
RQw Iw ¼ ðd=dtÞ½Y w ðKw ; Qw Þ ¼ ð@Y w =@Kw Þ Iw þ ð@Y w =@Qw Þ Q
’ w Iw :
¼ ð@Y w =@Kw Þ Iw þ Q
Since this is true for any general Iw ; for all components with K’ wj a0;
RQwj

Q’ wj ¼ @Y w =@Kjw :

ðA:1Þ

Since t’ ¼ 1; K’ wj a0 for the time component of (A.1), which is
RQt

Q’ t ¼ @Y w =@t ¼ @Y =@t ¼ Yt

ðA:2Þ

time dependence. Integrating (A.2) from time t to N
because Qt ¼ RY w Y has no exogenous
Rs
N
gives Qt ðtÞ ¼ t ½@Y ðsÞ=@s exp½ t Rðs0 Þ ds0  ds; which is (23). &
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